O2 Sensor Diagnostics
This article is a description of various Oxygen Sensor related
faults and their value during diagnostics.
Overview
We will be discussing cases covering both 1V oxygen sensors (or narrow band), broad band oxygen sensors
and catalytic converter efficiency diagnostics. For more in-depth diagnostic analysis and explanation
please refer to our Broadband Oxygen Sensor Diagnostics (EMS1-6) and First Line Diagnostics (EMS1-1)
training seminars.
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The Oxygen Sensor
A popular miss conception is that the O2 sensor, be it a narrow band sensor or a broad band sensor,
measures the mixture. This is in-fact incorrect an oxygen sensor can only measure the oxygen content in
the exhaust gases. The diagnostic conclusions able to be obtained from these sensors is commonly
overlooked by technicians unless there is a code pointing them toward a faulty oxygen sensor. There are
many possible causes for oxygen sensor codes, adaption value out of range codes and catalytic converter
efficiency codes. Before starting such a job, you as a skilled technician need to first decide the condition
of the sensor. The following pattern is measured on a 2001 Toyota 2AZ-FE engine.

ATS500XM duel channel recording on both front O2 sensors (Toyota 2AZ-FE).

The recording tells the skilled diagnostician that:
1: Both sensors are okay, i.e. not coated with carbon and don’t need replacing.
2: There is a slight bias towards rich but the long and short term fuel trims are still within fault code
trigger points and what’s called the CAT range.
3: The volume of rich and lean clouds entering the catalytic converter are small enough for the CAT to
efficiently after-burn the emissions.
In short, this vehicle has good emissions. Most O2 sensors need to cycle at least 8-10 times per ten
seconds to be considered okay. There are some exceptions for example Toyota’s commonly cycle around
the 15 times per ten seconds and there are of course oddball vehicles with 5V O2 sensors or extremely
small catalytic converters where the cycle rate needs to be higher. I don’t want to go into details here.
The patterns below show the opposite ends of the scale.

The UV dye solenoid housing and
valve also showing evidence
of Stop-Leak.
Toyota Starlet pattern showing approximately 50 cycles per 10 seconds.
The fast cycling on this Toyota Starlet indicates an issue. What you are seeing here are “lean” bites out of
the O2 sensor pattern. The frequency of these bites corresponds with an exhaust valve opening once
every two revolutions at 600ish RPM, an inaudible misfire.
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The owner of this vehicle will be complaining about it being slightly under powered and higher than usual
fuel consumption. A trained technician could not hear the engine misfire!
It is always important when doing oxygen sensor diagnosis to be certain of the conditions that the pattern
was measured under and to let the system settle down after a state change i.e. acceleration enrichment or
deceleration fuel cut.

Ford O2 sensor pattern showing slow cycle rate at +/- 2500RPM.

The pattern above is measured on a ford with a random misfire across multiple cylinders (a global fault).
The oxygen sensor input to the ECU in this case could cause fuelling variations making the mixture too
rich and or too lean (misfiring) because of the slow cycle rate. No codes present relating to the O2 sensor.
In this case it is wise to advise the customer that the O2 sensor needs to be replaced before continuing
diagnostics.
Once the O2 sensor has a suitable response rate we may have solved the misfires, or we will be able to see
some further indication of what is causing the misfires i.e. dripping injectors etc. A slow cycling O2
sensor can result in higher fuel consumption, catalyst efficiency codes and worst case a lambda surge.
When an oxygen sensor becomes coated with carbon the source of the carbon should also be found i.e.
poor ignition system, injector spray pattern, etc.
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Broadband Oxygen Sensors
The signal voltages on a broadband O2 sensor will remain steady at round 2.8 and 3V depending on the
manufacturer, so measuring with an oscilloscope directly on this sensor will give you inconclusive
information. However, the sensor is still cycling like a normal 1V sensor! To see this cycling, we need to
do a long live data recording of short term fuel trim and monitor the percentages. How this exactly fits
together is something that we cover extensively in our Broadband Oxygen Sensor Diagnostics (EMS1-6)
training where long and short-term fuel trims in relation to a broadband oxygen sensor are explained in
detail.

AUSCAN live data recording of short term fuel trim Suzuki Vitara broadband sensor.
We can see in the recording that there are no large positive or large negative spikes in the short-term fuel
trim indicating that the cycle rate is most likely correct the same logic applies to a narrow-band oxygen
sensor. However, an oscilloscope recording of the narrow band is preferred and gives much more
diagnostic value.
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Catalytic Converter Efficiency
An Oxygen storage catalytic converter can only “store” a certain volume of oxygen to react with the
unburnt fuel coming out of the exhaust. A slow cycling front oxygen sensor has as effect that the mixture
clouds become too big for the CAT to “hold” resulting in the rear oxygen sensor measuring a higher O2
content post catalytic converter.

AUSCAN live data recording of post catalytic converter O2 sensor voltage Suzuki Vitara.

The live data recording above shows the rear narrow-band oxygen sensor measuring oxygen content in
the exhaust during steady conditions condemning the catalytic converter as we have confirmed that the
front sensor is cycling at an acceptable rate.
Start The Conversation
This article covers a simple yet underutilised little sensor which sits literally at the end of all problems.
A combination of both oscilloscope and scantool is always required in the workshop. Do you see this level
of technology being useful in your workshop?
Don’t get left behind, reach that level of professionalism. AECS is here to assist you with training, guiding
you into the correct equipment and to assist you with personal technical support.
By Peter Leijen, BE(Hons), PhD
Application Engineer
AECS Ltd

Did you know….?
AECS has been providing leading diagnostic training to the Australasian automotive market
since 2001. 2017 has been a huge year for us, with over 700 (and counting) automotive
diagnosticians attending our training seminars.

Neander has developed a 2 cylinder Diesel engine with 2 crank shafts which runs
virtually vibration free. It has been used in a Neander 1340cc Motor cycle and is now being
produced by Styer in Austria for Yanmar as the Dtorque 111, a 37 KW Outboard Marine
Diesel engine.
Modern ABS sensors switch current instead of voltage, most of you are familiar with the 7mA
and 14mA switching sensors. This current is only measurable by putting a 100x coil in series
with the sensor amplifying the magnetic field so that it becomes measurable with a current
clamp and oscilloscope.
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One particular Mercedes sensor has serial communication in the current pattern (between
10mA and 20mA) which indicates the rotational direction and airgap. The wheel speed is
indicated by an extra 30mA pulse before the data packet as shown in the
recording.
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